Red Undulata
Cryptocoryne undulata “Red”

Natural Range
Sri Lanka

Maximum Size
20cm

Water Quality
- Temperature: 22°C - 26°C.
- pH: 6.8 - 7.2
- General Hardness: 100 - 150ppm.

Lighting
Medium-High

Foliage
Long Pointed

Recommended Tank Position
Midground to Background

Growth Speed
Slow

Ease of Keeping
(1 = easy, 5 = difficult)
3

Planting Instructions
(Boxed AI Naturals Range Plant)
- Take the plants from the bag
- Carefully remove all the jelly by washing under a tap
- Individually plant into substrate, taking care to only bury the roots

General Information
Red Undulata obtains its name from its long, pointed reddish brown leaves.

It is ideally suited to a community fish tank, and looks best when grown in bunches in the mid to background of an aquarium. For best effect, plant it in front of green foliage, where it will add interest and drama.

Because Red Undulata prefers stable water conditions, take care to regularly test pH, GH and temperature, and ensure that they are all within the parameters which are tolerated by this striking plant (see left).

Once the plants are settled, reproduction occurs quickly. The plants will send out runners, and quickly form a dense community. It is recommended to trim these runners from time to time, in order to maintain the appeal of your aquascape and avoid overcrowding.

Red Undulata is part of the Aquarium Industries Naturals Range.

For more Care Sheets like this, visit our website: aquariumindustries.com.au